2011 AWARDS CEREMONY

Early Career Award Session 1 - Clinical – Otavio Coelho-Filho, MD (right) receives the award from Raymond Kwong, 2011 Abstract Chair (left), and Sven Plein, (middle), 2011 Scientific Program Chair.

Early Career Award Session 4 – Basic Science – Ashvin K. George, PhD (right) receives the award from Sven Plein (left) 2011 Scientific Program Chair and Raymond Kwong (middle) 2011 Abstract Chair.
Early Career Award Session 9 – Adrienne E. Campbell, PhD (right) receives the award from Sven Plein (middle) 2011 Scientific Program Chair and Raymond Kwong (left) 2011 Abstract Chair.

Moderated Poster Session 1 – Novel Concepts, techniques or applications – Anja Zagrosek, MD (right) receives the award from Raymond Kwong (middle) 2011 Abstract Chair and Sven Plein (left) 2011 Scientific Program Chair.
Moderated Poster Session 2 – Clinical Vinayak Hedge, MD (right) receives the award from Sven Plein (middle) 2011 Scientific Program Chair and Raymond Kwong (left) 2011 Abstract Chair.

Best Technologist Abstract – Stephen Darty (right) receives the award Susan Eder (left), 2011 SCMR Technologist Chair.
2010 Best Web Case of the Year – Dan Sado (right) receives the award from Chiara Bucciarelli-Ducci (left).

Gerald Pohost JCMR Best Manuscript Award - Robert Manka (right) receives the award from Gerald Pohost (middle) Founding Editor and Dudley Pennell (left) Journal Editor-in-Chief.
SCMR Regional Scholarship Winners– Asia – Daniel Auger, Australia/New Zealand, Pau Medrano Gracia, Canada, Yoko Mikami, Europe Adrienne Campbell, Latin America, Pablo Bachler Silva, US, Dinesh Thavendiranathan, and Technologist, Jennifer Bryant receives the award from Eike Nagel (2nd from left), SCMR President and Victor Ferrari (3rd from right), Education Chair.

Dr. Gerald Pohost (left) and Dr. Charles Higgins (right), recipients of the first SCMR Gold Medal Awards.